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Abstract—In recorded, live, virtual- or augmented-reality im-
mersive musical experiences, the audio presentation may not be
prescribed by the geometrical and physical model of a room or
acoustic enclosure (as may often be expected, for instance, in ar-
chitectural acoustic design and in video games or virtual reality).
In previous work, a generic spatial audio rendering engine and
interface were proposed, compatible with both physically- and
perceptually-based representations of interactive audio scenes
navigable at playback time. This parametric model builds and
extends upon concepts proposed previously in spatial audio pro-
gramming or media standard specifications, including OpenAL
and MPEG-4. It enables prioritizing auditory plausibility over
simulation exactness, facilitating low-complexity implementation
even for large multi-object audio scenes, by sharing a “multi-
room” acoustic reverberation and reflections processor. In this
paper, we review seminal research on subjective room acoustics
and the design of the perceptually based spatialization interface
realized in IRCAM Spat. The resulting “Spatial Audio Object
Workstation” is consistent with familiar content creation tools
and workflows, and enhances their functionality with fine con-
trol of the spatial motion (including distance and orientation),
directionality, presence, and reverberance of each sound source.
Finally, we propose a generic immersive audio coding format as
a container of “6-DoF spatial audio objects” to advance a future
interoperable audio content and experience ecosystem.

Index Terms—spatial audio, virtual acoustics, room acoustics,
reverberation, object-based audio, immersive music, virtual re-
ality, augmented reality, networked music performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Approaches to audio scene description

In interactive media such as video games or virtual reality
experiences, the sonic content consists of a collection of
audio objects, each characterized by a source audio wave-
form accompanied by object metadata. Combined with virtual
acoustic environment parameters, the object metadata serve to
guide signal processing and mixing computations executed at
playback time. By tying these control data to a geometrical
and physical description of a virtual 3-D world, the applica-
tion developer can manage and maintain the correspondence
between the audio and visual presentations, while affording six
degrees of positional freedom to each of the sound sources and
to the listener (or camera), as described e.g. in [1].

Fig. 1. A live immersive music experience taking place in Espace de Projec-
tion, IRCAM’s variable acoustics concert hall (credit: Quentin Chevrier).

The sound field and propagation models adopted in physics-
based audio creation tools and rendering engines can draw
from abundant prior research in the fields of architectural
acoustics and auralization (e.g. [2]–[6]). In order to facilitate
game or virtual reality audio creation, these computational
models can be complemented by methods that enable a
sound designer to specify and control aesthetically motivated
adjustments to the final presented mix [7] (for instance, a
correction in reverberation loudness for some or all digital
audio objects). Such aesthetically motivated corrections often
cannot be encoded exclusively or practically in terms of
physical or architectural properties of the virtual environment.

In the production of linear media such as music, movies or
podcasts, traditional audio creation workflows leverage time-
based multitrack editing and digital audio workstation (DAW)
frameworks. Each track or “stem” can be manipulated as an
individual audio object until the mix is completed, mastered
and exported for distribution [8], [9]. Such tools allow creators
to perform aesthetically motivated spatial sound manipula-
tions, free from constraints of exact visual correspondence or
rendition of a particular reverberant space.



B. Immersive music experiences with spatial audio objects
Recently deployed object-based multi-channel digital audio

standards empower media creators to produce format-agnostic
immersive audio content compatible with playback over head-
phones or flexible loudspeaker configurations [10]–[12]. Com-
mercialized solutions assume a static listener (allowed free
head rotation, i.e. three degrees of freedom [8]): each audio
object is equivalent to a virtual loudspeaker pointing towards
the listener and positioned at a fixed distance. Object metadata
enable precise dynamic positioning of reverberation-free audio
objects along both azimuth and elevation. Reverberation and
reflections are collected and encoded into a separate set of
static audio object channels, often referred to as the “bed”.

In recent or previous proposals and standards [12]–[19],
audio object metadata include additional descriptors for con-
trolling the dynamic rendering of reverberation and reflections,
thereby supporting the encoding of “6-DoF spatial audio
objects” amenable to free spatial motion, suppression or sub-
stitution at playback time. This paradigm allows the creation
and transmission of navigable and remixable audio scenes for
gaming, virtual reality or musical applications. Virtual concert
experiences may leverage spatial audio object transmission so
that the audio presentation will coincide spatially with a visual
presentation displayed to the freely moving spectator [20]–
[22]. This opportunity also applies to augmented reality and
networked music performance (where the listener is present
with some of the performers or is an active participant)
connecting distributed venues having matched, mismatched or
controllable room acoustics (Fig. 1) [23]–[27].

C. From scene description to audio rendering
Fig. 2 illustrates a multi-application immersive audio

ecosystem, differentiating application-level scene description
vs. low-level spatial audio rendering interface [1]. Adopting
a perceptually grounded object-based rendering interface fa-
cilitates device implementation efficiency and interoperability
with applications developed by independent parties. It also
brings additional developer and end-user advantages:
– Experiences that seamlessly blend physically and percep-

tually represented audio objects or environment properties
(e.g. non-diegetic sounds in VR, as discussed in [28])

– Perceptually-based modifications of audio objects or envi-
ronment properties, specified at creation time or determined
at playback time, that do not lend themselves to practical
control via physically represented scene modifications (e.g.
a sound warping effect meant to evoke emotional state)

– Compensation of listening room reverberation in
loudspeaker-based playback (addressed in section IV-A).

In section II, we briefly review a generic 6-DoF object-based
renderer model previously described in [1]. In sections III
and IV, we revisit the design principles and scene description
concepts in IRCAM Spat, a perceptually-based immersive
music creation and performance tool [29]. In section V, we
introduce the “Spatial Audio Object Workstation” and propose
a metadata specification for the encoding of immersive audio
scenes as collections of 6-DoF spatial audio objects.

II. A GENERIC 6-DOF AUDIO SCENE RENDERING MODEL

In [1], a generic object-based rendering model is proposed
for interactive 6-DoF spatial audio and multi-room reverber-
ation, emphasizing auditory plausibility and computational
efficiency. By favouring a perception-based construction of
the generated audio output, it aims for independence from
application-level scene description strategies, along the prin-
ciples proposed previously in [16], [30].

A. 6-DoF object-based audio rendering interface

The proposed rendering interface (see Fig. 2) encompasses
the OpenAL EFX feature set [31] and extends it to enable
efficient per-object parametric control of the spatialization
of grouped early reflections (as proposed previously in [17],
[32]). In order to meet the requirements of interactive gaming
and virtual or augmented reality scenarios, it allows for
multiple virtual sound sources to be seamlessly instantiated by
applications at rendering time, and assigned dynamic position
and orientation within a navigable multi-room acoustic envi-
ronment. Each sound source is represented as an audio object
characterized by its frequency-dependent directivity pattern.

An update in the position or orientation of the virtual
listener or of a sound source triggers one or more updates of
low-level renderer parameters. In the case of an application-
level geometrical/physical scene representation, the acoustic
environment may be managed dynamically as a navigable
set of virtual rooms. As proposed in [1], each one of these
virtual rooms may be characterized by a “reverberation preset”
that encodes its response to an omnidirectional sound source
located at a reference distance. This encoding incorporates the
notion of reverberation fingerprint of a room, which affords
a data-efficient characterization of the perceptually relevant
attributes of its acoustic reverberation that are independent of
source or receiver properties and positions in this room [33].

In the present paper, we focus particularly on music creation
and performance scenarios. In this case, as discussed in
section I-A, the spatial audio scene composition conceived by
the author or sound designer may be most effectively repre-
sented in the perceptual domain (optionally but not necessarily
complemented by a virtual architectural/physical description).
A representative example of this approach is the perceptually
based scene description paradigm implemented in IRCAM
Spat, examined in section IV. In section V, we discuss the
compatibility between this perceptually-based paradigm and
the generic rendering interface proposed in [1], together with
a corresponding audio processing architecture summarized in
the next section and represented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Interoperable ecosystem synopsis [1]: from application-level audio
scene description to low-level spatial audio object rendering interface. (The
optional encoder function is discussed in Section V-C.)



Fig. 3. Architecture of a generic 6-DoF renderer for computationally efficient
multi-source/multi-room object-based spatial audio over loudspeakers or head-
phones. Thicker lines indicate multi-channel audio signal paths or processing
functions. Color highlights illustrate the realization, described in section V-A,
of a single-room renderer compatible with the Spat OPer perceptually-based
sound spatialization control interface, and equivalent to the Spat renderer
algorithm described in section IV-B (Figs. 7 and 9).

B. An object-based multi-room spatial audio renderer

Fig. 3 displays the architecture of a computationally efficient
spatial audio rendering engine implementing the proposed
generic rendering interface model. It presents, in particular,
the following advantageous features [1], [17], [32]:

– Rendering of direct sound, acoustic reflections and rever-
beration sound field for arbitrarily complex audio scenes
comprising hundreds of audio objects, including both point
sources and spatially extended sound sources

– Minimal incremental computation cost per audio object,
by incorporating a shared reverberation processing engine
including a grouped spatialized reflections synthesis module

– Directionally weighted or spatially diffuse (isotropic) ren-
dering of the acoustic reverberation emanating from the
room in which the virtual listener is located and from
multiple adjacent virtual rooms.

The multichannel audio Decoder function can support var-
ious immersive loudspeaker or headphone playback modes,
complementing the positional audio methods employed in the
direct-sound pan modules: Left/Right bilateral multichannel
methods [32], [34]; Standard channel-based or scene-based
(Ambisonic) methods [8], [35]; Diffuse bus dedicated to the
rendering of spatially extended sound components [17], [32].

III. PERCEPTUALLY BASED SCENE REPRESENTATION

In this section, we summarize the background, approach
and results of a psycho-experimental study that informed the
development of a spatial reverberation processor controlled by
a perceptually based interface. The design of this tool and of
the broader Spat library will be reviewed in Section IV.

A. Research on the perception of auditorium reverberation

The interest in performance venues for the enjoyment of
live orchestral music, opera or theater has prompted extensive
scientific research on the architectural design of auditoria and
on the objective characterization and perceptual evaluation
of their room acoustical quality (e.g. [36]–[39]). Following
the distinction proposed in [36], one can differentiate several
domains for describing the effect of room reverberation in the
context of music listening, recording or production (Fig. 4):
• Architectural: referring to geometrical and physical param-

eters, such as room shape, size, or wall materials
• Objective: in terms of metrics calculated from an impulse

response or transfer function representative of the effect
• Subjective: expressing sensations such as “intimacy” or

“sweetness,” much like one would describe the timbre of a
sound or the taste of a food.
Research on the objective characterization of the acoustics

of performance spaces has led to the definition and standard-
ization of a set of objective parameters widely adopted by
acousticians, including (see e.g. [36], [40]–[43]): Reverbera-
tion decay time (Rt), Early decay time (Edt), Early-to-late
energy ratio (C50, C80), Strength (G), Lateral energy frac-
tion (LF), and Interaural cross-correlation coefficient (IACC).

Several investigations have sought to exhibit a minimal
set of subjective parameters suitable for explaining or pre-
dicting listener sensations or preference judgments, or to
reveal correlations between objective metrics and subjective
attributes (e.g. [44]–[49]). In [41], consolidating the results of
multiple studies carried out in the 1950s-80s, a concise set
of subjective parameters is proposed to characterize the music
concert audience experience: Loudness, Reverberance, Run-
ning Liveness/Reverberance, Clarity, Intimacy, Warmth, and
Spaciousness (later split into Apparent Source Width (ASW)
and Listener Envelopment (LEV) [36]);

Fig. 4. Overview of concepts related to subjective room acoustics, from [36].



B. Towards a structured perceptual model for controlling
virtual acoustic systems

The definition of a structured description model is a key
step towards realizing a perceptually based control interface
for virtual acoustic systems. Two essential properties should
be fulfilled: its conciseness and its uniqueness. In such a
model, a virtual acoustic condition is a point in the perceptual
space described by a minimal set of mutually independent
control dimensions (referred to in the following as perceptual
attributes). This mutual independence (orthogonality) is im-
portant for the uniqueness of the description and, in practice, to
ensure that modifying the setting of a given perceptual attribute
will affect as little as possible the sensations controlled by
adjusting other perceptual attributes in the set.

These objectives motivated a series of perceptual tests con-
ducted in the late 1980s by IRCAM [50]–[53]. This extensive
psycho-experimental research initiative ultimately led to the
design of the perceptual control interface module implemented
in the Spat library, named Spat OPer (see Fig. 5 and Table I).
Each test consisted in collecting perceptual dissimilarity judg-
ments between virtual acoustic conditions presented in pairs.
Such a non-verbal approach was preferred over pre-established
questionnaires, in order to avoid possible semantic bias. From
the dissimilarity judgements, the INDSCAL multidimensional
analysis method was used to build a representation space
whose dimensions reflect not only the variance expressed in
the collected data but also the individual sensitivity of each
participant along each dimension [54].

The resulting representation space allows projecting the
relative positions of the different objects under study (here
the different virtual acoustic conditions) and quantifying the
weight that each participant assigns to each dimension. In
other words, the representation space of a given participant
(that would reflect his/her individual dissimilarity judgments)
may be obtained by stretching or compressing the common
space along its principal dimensions.

TABLE I: The set of nine independent acoustical criteria (left) and
corresponding perceptual factors (right) implemented in the Spat OPer

control interface (see Fig. 5). The first three represent the perception of the
source itself; the next three characterize the interaction between the source

and the room; the last three control the room’s late reverberation decay.

Acoust.
criterion

Range Unit Perceptual
factor

Range Sensi-
tivity

Es [-40 0] dB Source Presence [0 120] 4/dB
Desl [-10 10] dB Source Warmth [0 60] 3/dB
Desh [-10 10] dB Source Brilliance [0 60] 3/dB
Rev [-40 0] dB Room Presence [0 120] 3/dB
Edt slave s Running Reverb. [0 50] slave
Rd1 slave dB Envelopment [0 50] slave
Rt [0.1 10] s Reverberance [0 100] 5/dBs
Drtl [0.1 10] – Heaviness [0 50] 2.5/dB
Drth [0.1 1] – Liveness [0 50] 5/dB

C. Overview of psycho-experimental procedure and results

In order to bound test duration and complexity, each per-
ceptual experiment was based on a limited set of acoustical
conditions (7 to 10), thus only spanning a small portion
of the whole perceptual space. In total, sixteen tests were
conducted [50]. Virtual acoustic conditions were varied along
different classical architectural acoustic criteria (e.g. Rt, C80,
G, ...) or low-level parameters (time and spatial distribution
of the first and late reflections). They were applied to musical
excerpts (solo instrument or singer) and were synthesized
with a set of digital audio processors available at the time
(delay units, gains, filters, reverberator). Tests concentrating
on time and spectral distribution were generally conducted
on headphones, whereas tests involving the manipulation of
the spatial distribution of synthetic reflections were conducted
in IRCAM’s anechoic room equipped with a dome of nine
loudspeakers (seven in the horizontal plane and two at elevated
positions in the median plane [50]).

The analysis of each of the sixteen tests provided a partial
representation space driven by two to four axes, yielding a
total of about 50 dimensions. The next step of the study
was to classify these dimensions, trying both to detect which
were common to several tests and to determine their optimal
objective correlation over the full set of tests [52]. The
analysis led to the definition of ten perceptual dimensions
whose objective definitions are reported in Appendix A and
whose labels were proposed by a small group of expert
listeners. Of these ten dimensions, nine were retained in the
practical implementation of the Spat processor (details in
Appendix B). It should be noted that the expression of the
objective quantities that drive the perceptual attributes are non-
trivial. Some of them include conditional contributions of time
segment energy (such as described in [55]), energy masking
effects and spatial dependence of late reflections. Masking
effects proved critical, for instance, to formulate the loudness
of the reverberation (or Room Presence) and to differentiate
Running Reverberance (reverberance audible while music
is playing) from (Late) Reverberance (reverberance audible
after music stops) – see Table I and [56]–[58].

As observed in [59], a feature of the resulting perceptual
model is an implicit “stream segregation” within the perception
of an audio object, whereby the early and late energies that
shape the impulse response are associated with two indepen-
dent percepts (we note that this emergent property is analogous
to the subjective parsing of sound events into foreground and
background components observed in [60]). The perceptual
factors Source Presence and Room Presence (see Table I and
Fig. 5) correlate to the principal sensations that vary depending
on the position or directivity of a sound source within a given
room. In the development and applications of the Spat proces-
sor, reviewed in the next section, it was observed in particular
that isolated control of the perceptual factor Source Presence
emulates with remarkable effectiveness a variation in source-
to-listener distance.



Fig. 5. Original Spat OPer high-level perceptual control interface for a single sound source [61].

IV. THE SPAT AUDIO PROCESSING SUITE

At its inception, the Spatialisateur project aimed to develop
a spatial reverberation processing system controlled directly
via the set of perceptual attributes uncovered by the psycho-
experimental study reported in section III – which yields an
efficient high-level parametrization of the perception of room
acoustical effects in concert halls, opera houses or auditoria.
In this section, we review the original design and subsequent
enhancements of the Spat library developed by IRCAM in the
Max/MSP programming environment [29], [62].

A. Derivation of low-level reverberation rendering parameters

Each one of the acoustical criteria which together form
the high-level description of the reverberation effect can be
expressed from energetic measures derived from a decompo-
sition of the impulse response over three frequency bands and
four temporal sections (Fig. 6), assuming:
– frontal incidence of the direct sound (R0)
– random incidence of the early reflections (R1) within a

frontal planar sector (60-degrees wide)
– isotropic diffuse distribution of late reflections (R2) and

reverberation tail (R3)
– time limits (l1, l2, l3) equal to 20, 40 and 100 ms relative

to the time of arrival of the direct sound
– reference low and high frequencies (fl, fh) equal respec-

tively to 250 Hz and 4 kHz.

Fig. 6. Time-frequency-energy decomposition of renderer response
(time limits: [20, 40, 100 ms]; reference frequencies: [250, 4000 Hz]).

Appendix A reviews the set of equations that relate the high-
level acoustical criteria to these energetic measures, per [53].
The implementation of the perceptual control paradigm re-
quires performing the inverse conversion in order to recompute
the time-frequency-energy distribution following an update
in the settings of the acoustical criteria. This high-level to
low-level control mapping function executes the calculations
reviewed in Appendix B [15], [63]. Each acoustical criterion
is paired with a perceptual factor exposed in the Spat OPer
control panel. Based on this nonlinear mapping and the
variance associated with each dimension returned by the
INDSCAL analysis (section III-B), the relative sensitivity of
the perceptual factors was averaged across test participants.
This is accounted for in the scaling of each slider in the
graphical user interface (see Fig. 5 and Table I).

Optionally, the set of calculated low-level processing pa-
rameters values may be further corrected by a context compen-
sation operator (Fig. 7) which automatically performs, in the
time-frequency-energy domain, a deconvolution accounting for
the acoustic response of a loudspeaker reproduction environ-
ment [63], [64]. This compensation is based on principles
similar to those underlying the object-based “room-in-room”
acoustic response correction method developed in [65], [66].

B. Spat renderer algorithm for a single sound source

In addition to room acoustical descriptors, the high-
level user interface Spat OPer exposes controls for the
localization and the radiation of the sound source, as shown
in Fig. 7 [13], [61]. The internal topology of the core ren-
dering functions, the Room and Panning modules, is shown
in Fig. 9 [13], [64], [67]. An example of impulse response
produced by the system is displayed in Fig. 8.

The four elementary filters (R0...R3) are 3-band spectral
correctors [68] that shape the time-frequency-energy distri-
bution in the reverberator response following adjustments
of the perceptual factors. Additionally, for a directional
sound source, their gain settings are offset according to
the source’s radiation parameters: its orientation and its
frequency-dependent directivity pattern, defined by its omni
and axis spectral corrections and an “inside cone” aperture
angle parameter (for details, see [1] about parameter definition
and Appendix B about implementation in Spat).
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Fig. 8. Spat impulse response for a particular setting of the low-level temporal
settings min, max and distr of the early, cluster and reverb segments (see
user control interface in Fig. 10(d)).

The Panning module controls the perceived direction of
sound arrival relative to the listener’s head orientation, by
adapting the output signals of the Room module to a chosen
positional audio rendering method. In its initial release, the
Spat library supported several panning techniques (including
stereo, pairwise, ambisonic and binaural) and variable planar
loudspeaker configurations [61], [69]. A nonzero setting of
the azimuth angle is equivalent to a rotation of the listener’s
head in the opposite direction, applied to both the direct sound
(R0) and the synthetic early reflections (R1) by the elemen-
tary panner modules (see Fig. 9). This preserves the spatial
relations between the components (R0...R3) per section IV-A,
thus ensuring the conservation of the acoustical criterion Es
and of the perceptual factor Source Presence. Independently,

Panning module
R0

R1

R2

R3

axis

omni

Room module

delays

matrix

mix

delays

matrix

delays

panner

"diffuse"
panner

panner

+

"diffuse"
panner

early

late reverb

cluster

Fig. 9. Core Spat rendering algorithm architecture (Room and Panning
modules) for a single sound source. Thicker lines indicate multichannel audio
signal paths.

as noted at the end of section III-C, the perceived source-
to-listener distance is controlled by offsetting Es so that
increasing distance has the effect of reducing the energies R0
and R1, per equations (12), (13) of Appendix A.



Fig. 10. Multi-object, multi-room Spat OPer control panel. (a) Tabs for selecting sources and rooms; (b) Perceptual factors for a selected source;
(c) Assignment of a source to a room; (d) Settings of a selected room; (e) Additional source parameters; (f) Axis and omni spectral settings for a selected
source; (g) Graphical representation of the scene (top-down view); (h) Detailed view of the acoustical criteria for a selected source.

C. Extensions and evolution

Over the past decades, the Spat rendering framework and
its Spat OPer control interface were implemented in various
forms – including external objects in the Max/MSP environ-
ment [62], [29], [70], [71]; modules in the Open Music and
o7 computer-aided composition frameworks [72], [73]; digital
audio workstation (DAW) plugins [74]; devices for Ableton
Live [75]–[77]; standalone applications [74], [78]; or hardware
processor [79]. While the original design architecture (Fig. 7)
was retained, several key features were extended or altered.

a) Multi-object, multi-room implementations: With the
increase in available computing power, the system was ex-
tended to render multiple sound objects and several rooms
concurrently. The Spat OPer user interface was revised and
extended with tabs presenting control panels for the different
sources and rooms (Fig. 10). Similar capability was im-
plemented in Panoramix, a standalone software application
for immersive audio mixing and production (Fig. 11) [78].

When several sources are assigned to the same room, their
contributions sum at the multichannel input stage of the late
reverberation computation module (gray box in Fig. 9), thereby
sharing its processing cost.

b) Extension from 2-D to 3-D immersive audio: The
Panning module supports recently developed multi-channel
positional audio rendering techniques (see e.g. [8], [35]),
including binaural, VBAP, wave-field synthesis and high-order
Ambisonics, enabling object-based immersive audio spatial-
ization along both azimuth and elevation. This extension to
3-D loudspeaker geometries required overcoming limitations
of the original design, such as the directional distribution of
the early reflections (R1) and the number of audio channels
needed for reproducing the spatial impression of a diffuse
reverberant sound field [29]. The latter is a topic of ongoing
research [80]–[83] both for channel-based reproduction (where
the ”diffuse” panner module is a diffusion matrix) and scene-
based rendering (where it ambisonically encodes the R2 and
R3 output channels to simulate impinging plane waves).



Fig. 11. Control panel of the standalone application Panoramix for linear audio production in various multichannel immersive formats, which supports
combining 6-DoF spatial audio objects with microphone-captured or pre-recorded stereo, pairwise-panned or Ambisonic multichannel audio input tracks [78].

c) Beyond auditoria and concert halls: The psycho-
experimental study presented in section III-C spanned a lim-
ited range of acoustical conditions typically representative of
music stimuli in mid-size auditoria. For artistic or simulation
applications, it is desirable to cover a larger class of room
types (from bathrooms to cathedrals). The meta-parameter
room size has the effect of stretching the time limits of the
R1, R2 and R3 sections (see Figs. 8 and 10(d)) according
to the desired room volume. This simple approach has proven
satisfactory for some artistic usages. However, the expressions
of the acoustical criteria per Eq. (2)–(11) of Appendix A
are less perceptually valid when values of the time limits
(l1, l2, l3) differ significantly from their default settings.

d) Hybrid reverberation and analysis/synthesis: In [84],
a procedure was proposed for the time-frequency analy-
sis/synthesis and denoising of room impulse responses, fa-
cilitating the estimation of the time-frequency-energy dis-
tribution and reverberation decay parameters that drive the
Spat reverberator. By applying Equations (2)–(11) provided
in Appendix A, the high-level perceptual control parameters
exposed in Spat OPer are calculated automatically to simu-
late an existing reverberation response. This mapping to the
perceptual domain enables natural-sounding alterations and
interpolations between room acoustical conditions. In order
to support the authentic simulation of a measured acoustic
response while exposing a highly flexible perceptually based
user control, an alternative realization of the Room module

was developed [85], in which the early response (R1, R2)
is rendered by a convolution-based algorithm, whereas the
time-frequency envelope of the reverberation decay (R3) is
accurately reproduced by a feedback delay network (FDN) if
the measured reverberation response presents an exponentially
decaying time-frequency envelope [84], [86].

e) Anisotropic late reflections and reverberation: The
canonical reverberation response model presented in Sec-
tion IV-A assumes that late reflections (R2) and reverberation
(R3) conform to an ideal isotropic sound field model agnostic
to the listener’s orientation. This assumption, theoretically
valid inside a mixing room [87], does not generalize to semi-
open spaces, environments presenting elongated or irregular
shapes, or enclosures comprising acoustically coupled vol-
umes [39]. Recent studies investigate the perception of the
anisotropy of a reverberant field [88]–[90], objective metrics
for the characterization of directional reverberation [91]–
[94], compact microphone arrays for its measurement and
analysis [95]–[99], and techniques for its synthesis and re-
production [99]–[102]. In Spat, the ”diffuse” panner module
(Fig. 9) implements a divergence panning algorithm that as-
signs uncorrelated input signals to an array of notional sources
distributed along an arc having adjustable extent, similar to
the method described in [17], [32] (see Fig. 12). Future
work includes extending the automatic hybrid reverberation
analysis/synthesis procedure described above to incorporate
the modeling of anisotropic reverberation decays.



Fig. 12. Representation of the angular position and extent of a sound,
employing a normalized divergence panning vector whose magnitude spans
from 0.0 for a diffuse sound component to 1.0 for a point source [17], [32].

V. SPATIAL AUDIO OBJECTS – PRODUCTION,
CODING, AND INTEROPERABILITY

In [1], the generic spatial audio renderer model reviewed in
section II was applied to physically-based virtual world simu-
lation scenarios such as gaming or AR/VR. In this section, we
tackle its integration in a “Spatial Audio Object Workstation”
realizing Spat’s perceptually-based sound design functionality
within a familiar audio creation platform topology and work-
flow [103]. We propose a metadata specification for spatial
audio objects, aiming to facilitate a future unified audio content
production, coding format, and experience ecosystem.

A. Perceptually-based spatial audio scene rendering

Fig. 3 illustrates a Spat-compatible configuration of the ren-
derer, where reflections and reverberation processing resources
are shared between audio objects assigned to the same room
(with shared parameter controls displayed in Fig. 10(d), while
the other Spat OPer parameters remain adjustable separately
for each source). This configuration exercises the following
renderer properties (referring to definitions in [1]):
• Per-source processing parameters:

– Direct pan (azimuth and elevation angles)
– Reflections pan and Reflections focus
– Effect send delays, gains, and filters (R0...R3).

• Global processing parameters
– Effect type loaded in each of the active effect slots
– Reference frequencies (Fl = 250 Hz, Fh = 4 kHz)
– Reflections time span (for R1: 20 ms; for R2: 60 ms)
– Reverberation Decay time, Decay hf ratio,
Decay lf ratio and Density (for R3).

In order to support a perceptually-based representation, the
low-level rendering interface must be listener-centric: object
position and orientation coordinates are defined relative to
the listener’s coordinates and head pose. Although the notion
of “room” is exposed at the application level (Spat OPer

Fig. 13. Implementing a “Spatial Audio Object Workstation” by mapping
the generic renderer of Fig. 3 to a standard digital audio workstation (DAW)
signal flow. This exposes in a DAW environment the functionality illustrated in
Figs. 10–11, including specific sound design features reviewed in section V-B.
The per-object processing functions and the signal formats of the internal
multi-channel summing buses, effect send bus and master bus, are apparent in
Fig. 3 (incorporating in the Decoder module the multi-channel decorrelation
filter bank that enables the rendering of spatially extended sounds).

interface), the renderer sees its task merely as a superposition
of sound components (direct sound, reflections, reverberation),
each specified via a minimal set of rendering commands.
Similarly, the source’s orientation and directivity parameters
are not required in the low-level rendering interface.

B. Spatial Audio Object Workstation

As illustrated in Fig. 13, the renderer of Fig. 3 shares the
familiar signal flow of a digital audio workstation (DAW),
but features a non-standard effect send bus format determined
by the configuration of the effect slots. This enhancement
enables all of the features described in section IV (Figs. 10–
11), including useful per-source sound design functions not
commonly offered in audio production tools:
– A practical and effective “distance panpot” [104],

realized by simply mapping to the perceptual factor
Source Presence (per sections IV-B and III-C).

– Per-object control of the perceptual attributes {Source
Presence, Brilliance, Warmth} and {Room Presence,
Running Reverberance, Envelopment}.

– The axis spectral correction, which affects the direct-sound
frequency response according to the source’s orientation
and to its other Radiation parameters, including:

– The omni spectral correction, which, importantly, enables
fine-tuning the spectral contour of the reverberation and
reflections individually for each sound source (simulating
its diffuse-field transfer function [1], [33], [84]).



C. Spatial audio objects: interoperability requirements

Within the ecosystem represented in Fig. 2, it is advanta-
geous to adopt a vendor-neutral rendering interface facilitating
the interoperability of devices and applications, and to define
a media encoding format so that a scene can be displayed by
an application independent of the creation system. The scene
description function converts the application-specific scene
representation to a vendor-neutral specification compatible
with the encoder or the rendering interface: a set of audio
object waveform, stream, or synthesizer references, along with
metadata that collectively drive the spatial audio processing
operations performed by the rendering engine. For each 6-DoF
spatial audio object, its essential metadata must determine
the parameters required for direct-sound rendering in free
field: source directivity pattern (frequency-dependent), size or
shape, position and orientation coordinates. In interactive use
cases, such as gaming or VR/AR, some of this information
may be unknown until playback time, and rendering algorithm
parameters must therefore be updated dynamically.

As for the additional metadata that drive the rendering of
reverberation and reflections, two strategies are possible:
• Object-based: incorporating reverberation processing pa-

rameters within the object’s metadata, as in:
– MPEG-4 Advanced AudioBIFS (Perceptual Approach),

with a parametrization based on Spat [14], [15]
– RSAO (Reverberant Spatial Audio Object) [18], which

provides a set of discrete reflections combined with a
parametric reverberation decay tail.

• Environment-based: in this case, a separate metadata inter-
face describes the acoustic environment, as in:
– MPEG-4 Advanced AudioBIFS (Physical Approach),

which is based on the DIVA research project [3], [14]
– OpenAL Effects Extension, an audio programming in-

terface providing immersive reverberation as a shared
parametric effect processing option [1], [16], [31]

– MPEG-I, which includes the constructs Acoustic Envi-
ronment and Geometry, separate from Sources [19].

In the second case, the environment may be described in
architectural terms, including boundary and obstacle geometry,
openings and materials. From such geometrical and physical
information, combined with each object’s essential metadata,
an acoustic propagation computing engine can derive the
values of the rendering parameters (see e.g. [1], [3], [5]).

D. 6-DoF spatial audio objects: a proposal

In defining a generic 6-DoF spatial audio scene rendering
interface, our objectives are: (a) allowing maximum flexibility
in per-object sound design by the content creator; (b) ensuring
faithful reproduction of spatial audio scenes at the playback
end; (c) letting the end-user take advantage of the interactivity
and personalization benefits enabled by the object-based rep-
resentation, within limits authorized by the content creator; (d)
enabling both the content creator and the playback application
developer to select among several possible levels of end-user
interaction and implementation complexity.

In Table II, we categorize the properties of a spatial audio
object into a hierarchy of functionality profiles, exposing in-
creasing levels of playback-end spatial audio scene interaction.

TABLE II: Proposed hierarchy of metadata functionality profiles
in a generic 6-DoF spatial audio object encoding specification.

“Basic”

Minimum object-based metadata set required to ensure
faithful rendering of the transmitted spatial audio scene
(also optionally allows gain scaling, removal, substitu-
tion, or 3-DoF repositioning of any individual object):

Position (azim, elev) and Extent of the sound source may be
jointly represented by a normalized divergence panning vector
(p0) as in [17], [32] (see section IV-C(e) and Fig. 12);
Reverberation response: time-frequency-energy distribution (or
acoustical criteria, per Appendix A), time limits (l1, l2, l3),
and divergence panning vectors (p1, p2, p3).

“Remix”
Additional object-based metadata to enable and con-
trol spectral equalization (useful e.g. in playback-end
remixing, mashup or karaoke application scenarios):

Spectral corrections: axis (correcting the object’s direct sound)
and omni (correcting its reverberation and reflections).

“Navig.”
Additional object-based metadata to enable and control
playback-end 6-DoF navigation and repositioning of
individual objects (using e.g. Spat OPer) [1], [31]:

Orientation coordinates and off-axis directivity pattern;
Distance in “world units,” and optional parameters for con-
trolling distance-based attenuation factors (see e.g. [1], [31]);
Optional parameters for controlling features such as air ab-
sorption, Doppler effect or propagation delay.

“Envir.”

Separate environment-based metadata (see section V-C)
describing one or more acoustic spaces and enabling
geometrical manipulations of the audio scene (e.g.
under control of a virtual world representation [20]),
with the option to override or omit the reverberation
metadata (defined above) for some of the objects.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed solutions towards unifying spatial
audio content creation, distribution and playback platforms:
• Rendering: we verified that the generic interface described

in [1] is compatible with IRCAM Spat, taken as an example
of a perceptually-based immersive music creation tool.

• Production: the “Spatial Audio Object Workstation” maps
to the familiar DAW signal flow and extends it with a useful
distance (or “depth”) control enabling 6-DoF positioning,
with or without an underlying physical environment model.

• Coding: we propose a 6-DoF spatial audio object specifi-
cation ensuring faithful scene reproduction in flexible play-
back configurations, while supporting enhanced consumer-
end interaction including remixing, navigation, personaliza-
tion or compensation of listening conditions or acoustics.

Future directions include: realizing proof-of-concept AR/VR
and networked music performances demonstrating the above
opportunities, exploring the combination of physical and per-
ceptual application-level scene representations, and evaluating
the compatibility of the above proposals with extended or
alternative perceptual models of room reverberation.
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APPENDIX
Spat OPer PERCEPTUAL CONTROL EQUATIONS

A. Expression of the perceptual attributes

In this appendix, we review the set of equations resulting
from the psycho-experimental study reported in section III-B.
These equations express the acoustical criteria exposed in
the high-level Spat OPer control panel (Fig. 5 and Table I)
as functions of the time-frequency-energy distribution in the
impulse response (Fig. 6).

The impulse response energy is decomposed into four time
sections as defined in Table III. The energy Ri of the ith section
(with i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}) is given by:

Ri =

∫ t=l(i+1)

t=li

h2(t) · dt . (1)

TABLE III: Temporal segmentation of the impulse response.

Section Ri li l(i + 1)

Direct sound R0 0 ms 20 ms
Early reflections R1 20 ms 40 ms
Late reflections R2 40 ms 100 ms

Reverberation tail R3 100 ms ∞

We denote Rilow, Rihigh, and Rimid the energies in the
low, high and mid frequency bands, respectively. Similarly,
the variation of the reverberation decay time with frequency
is represented by the values Rtlow, Rthigh and Rtmid (also
denoted Rt). This defines a total of 15 low-level render-
ing parameters. The psycho-experimental study reported in
section III-C and [53] identified 10 mutually independent
acoustical criteria which uniquely characterize the acoustical
sensation perceived by a listener, produced by a sound source,
both located at given positions in a concert hall or auditorium:
• The perception of the sound source is characterized by three

criteria: the early energy Es and its relative variations at low
and high frequencies denoted Desl and Desh.

Assuming that R0mid +R1mid > R2mid ,

Es = R0mid +R1mid ; (2)

Desl =
R0low +R1low

Es
; (3)

Desh =
R0high +R1high

Es
. (4)

• The perception of the room is characterized by three
criteria: the reverberation time Rt and its relative variations
at low and high frequencies denoted Drtl and Drth.

Drtl = Rtlow/Rt . (5)

Drth = Rthigh/Rt . (6)
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• The perception of source/room interaction is characterized
by four acoustical criteria: Rd1, Rd2, Edt, Rev.

Rd1 =
0.3 · R1mid + 0.05 · R2mid

Es
. (7)

Assuming that R0mid > R1mid ,

Rd2 =
0.5 · R1mid + 1.5 · R2mid

R0mid
. (8)

Noting C = 10
−1.2
Rt , D = Es/R3mid and Dmax = 10

3
2 − 1 .

If Es + R2mid ≤ Dmax · R3mid , then:

Edt = 0.4 + Rt ·
(
1− 2

3
· log10

(
1 +

Es + R2mid

R3mid

))
; (9)

otherwise:
Edt =

0.6

log10

(
1 + Es+R2mid

R3mid

) . (10)

Lastly, if (1− C) · R3mid ≤ 4 · Es then:

Rev = C · R3mid +

(
(1− C) · R3mid

)2
8 · Es

; (11)

otherwise: Rev = R3mid − 2 · Es.

B. Derivation of the low-level rendering parameters

In this section, we review a set of equations previously
reported in [15], [63], solving the inversion of the above
relations in order to compute reverberator parameters given the
settings of the acoustical criteria in the Spat OPer control
panel. For an omnidirectional sound source having flat axis
and omni spectral corrections, the twelve energy values Rimid,
Rilow and Rihigh (with i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}) are obtained by:

R0low = Desl · R0mid .

R0mid = Es− R1mid .

R0high = Desh · R0mid .

(12)


R1low = Desl · R1mid .

R1mid = (Es · Rd1− 0.05 · R2mid)/0.3 .

R1high = Desh · R1mid .

(13)

R2low = R2high = R2mid . (14)

R3low = R3high = R3mid . (15)

If Edt > 0.4 , then:

R2mid = R3mid ·
(
10

3
2 ·(1+

0.4−Edt
Rt ) − 1

)
− Es ; (16)

otherwise:

R2mid = R3mid ·
(
10

0.6
Edt − 1

)
− Es . (17)

If Rev
Es ≤ 2 · (1+C)

(1−C) then:

R3mid =
(
−C +

√
C2 +

Rev

2 · Es
· (1− C)2

)
· 4 · Es
(1− C)2

;

(18)
otherwise: R3mid = Rev + 2 · Es .

The acoustical criteria Rd1 and Rd2 are related respec-
tively to the percepts of apparent source width (ASW) and
listener envelopment (LEV) mentioned in section III-A. In
order to control these two effects independently, it would be
necessary to afford an additional degree of freedom in the low-
level reverberation rendering model, enabling finer control of
the spatial distribution of reflections. Instead, it was decided to
discard Rd2 from the high-level control interface. The percept
of listener envelopment (LEV) is therefore governed indirectly
by adjustments of any of the criteria Es, Rd1, Edt, Rev or
Rt, per Eq. (8) and Eq. (12)–(18).

In the implementation of the Room module, frequency-
dependent gains are realized by the spectral correctors denoted
Ri in Fig. 9, realized by proportional dual-shelving filters [68].
For a directional sound source, the omni spectral correction
is applied by offsetting accordingly the low/mid/high dB
gains in the spectral correctors R1, R2 and R3. The direct
sound component R0 is corrected similarly, according to the
sound source’s axis and omni spectral correction settings, its
orientation and its directivity pattern.

In the realization of this high-level control scheme, it is
necessary to implement constraints ensuring that the values
of R0, R1, and R2 remain always positive. Additionally, the
maximum value of Rd1 is limited in order to prevent R0
from vanishing (since the direct sound arrival time provides
the temporal reference on which the definition of all the
acoustical criteria relies). Consequently, the allowed setting
ranges of Rd1 and Edt depend on the settings of the other
acoustical criteria, as indicated below.

Rd1min = 0.05 · R2mid/Es . (19)

Rd1max = 0.27 + Rd1min . (20)

If 2D ≤ Dmax , then:

Edtmin = 0.4 + Rt ·
(
1− 2

3
· log10(1 + 2D)

)
; (21)

otherwise:
Edtmin =

0.6

log10(1 + 2D)
. (22)

If D ≤ Dmax , then:

Edtmax = 0.4 + Rt ·
(
1− 2

3
· log10(1 +D)

)
; (23)

otherwise:
Edtmax =

0.6

log10(1 +D)
. (24)
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